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When we first featured the Casa Jorge Varela
in Wallpaper* more than two years ago (W*67),

we were blown away by its audacity. The house,

which was designed for Jorge and Cândida Varela

and their young family, clings to the steep cliffs

of Vizela, an hour from Porto, in north Portugal.

The Varelas knew that they wanted something

a little different, but weren't sure what, so they
granted innovative Guimarâes-based architectural
practice Art' Cittá free reign to create a vision for
them. The result was a linear house that contrasts
with the rough, rocky local terrain. Made of a single

block of reinforced concrete, and nailed in place

using techniques more commonly used in bridge
construction, the house appears to hang over a
steep slope, merely resting on a couple of loose

granite rocks while jutting precariously into the
void. lnside, the Varelas had asked for an open

plan space with no doors, so the architects had

constructed a mezzanine floor to separate

different Iiving areas. The Varelas then called on

up-and-coming Portuguese furniture designers

Oitoemponto to kit out the interior with their
1940s- and 1950s-inspired designs. And, so far,

the rocks that the house is resting on haven't rolled

down the cliff into the sea (yes, the architects did

take that into consideration when masterfully

fixing the concrete box in place) and the Varelas

still love the bízarre Iiving-in-mid-air sensation.

Art' Cittá, tel:35.1253 580 0lO (Portugal);

)itoemponto, tel: 35.1 226 151 724 (Portugal),

www.oitoemponto.com

HANGOVER CURE

The 3Om body of Casa Jorge Varela
was nailed in place using techniques more
commonly used in bridge construction


